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Abstract—
Control Flow Graphs (CFGs) are directed graphs that represent all possible walks a program can take during its execution. CFGs are used to analyze computer programs for purposes such as compilation, performance, and security. They are commonly drawn using hierarchical layouts. However, the general nature of such layouts may not capture CFG-specific structures, making it more difficult to match the drawing to the domain. Domain drawings often require the help of a graph drawing expert, despite the computing expertise of the target audience. To alleviate these issues, we conduct a survey of drawing conventions and needs for CFGs. We then, through an iterative design process, design a flexible set of representations based on these findings and develop CFGConf, a JSON specification for specifying and drawing these higher-level drawing requirements, thereby allowing users to generate and integrate their own CFG-aware graph drawings. The CFGConf language enables the creation of domain-aware graph drawings of CFGs by increasing the notational efficiency of specifying the requirements while also retaining the expressiveness found in commonly used systems such as dot/graphviz. We evaluate CFGConf in terms of notational efficiency, expressiveness, and accessibility through user study and illustrative examples.

Index Terms—Control Flow Graphs, Domain-Specific Layout, Graph Drawing Specification

1 INTRODUCTION
Control Flow Graphs (CFGs) are directed graphs that represent ordered relationships between instructions a computer program can execute [8]. Any sequence of instructions executed is a walk in the program’s CFG. Analyzing a CFG is common in areas of computing such as program analysis, compilation, optimization, and security [7, 8, 17]. CFGs are commonly visualized as node-link diagrams to assist with this analysis. Analysts familiar with programming, such as those in these domains, typically use general-purpose libraries such as dot [16] for graph drawing [23]. However, by design, general libraries do not use domain-specific constructs, in this case loops and functions, in their layout. Thus, the resulting drawing may not match the mental model of the users or facilitate their tasks.

Adapting existing layouts to generate domain- and task-specific CFG drawings requires considerable knowledge of the underlying algorithm and engineering effort. Users must operate at the level of nodes and edges, rather than domain structures. To overcome this limitation, we designed CFGConf, a CFG drawing library with a high-level, JSON-based specification language. CFGConf provides a concise interface for domain-aware drawings that are suitable for common CFG tasks. Our iterative design process incorporated a survey of CFG drawing conventions, collaboration with domain experts, a review of existing task analyses, and formative evaluations using language heuristics [19].

We validate CFGConf’s expressiveness and usability through illustrative examples and a user study. Participants in the study used CFGConf to create domain-aware drawings, finding it generally easy to setup, amenable to their own files, helpful in showing domain-specific structure, and useful for domain-specific tasks like filtering. We find the higher level of abstraction assisted systems experts in creating domain-aware drawings.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
A Control Flow Graph (CFG) is a directed graph where the nodes represent uninterruptible sequences of instructions or code, known as basic blocks, and edges represent the flow between them. Edges can occur due to sequential code or jumps due to function calls or branching. Loops (e.g., for, while) are cycles in the graph. An execution of the program is a walk through the CFG.

Common tasks when viewing a CFG depiction include following the control flow and identifying and further examining structures, such as loops, in the graph [14]. The former benefits from node-link depictions [18, 23] which are the most prevalent ways to visualize CFGs.

2.1 Drawing CFGs
Several CFG visualizations [19, 14, 25, 29] use Sugiyama-style layouts [26] as their base. Balmas [9] groups the graph hierarchically by functions and loops, collapsing those structures to simplify the graph. CFGExplorer [14] introduces a domain-specific layout for loops and encodes loop membership by coloring the background convex hull. CCNav [13] integrates the CFGExplorer layout into a new multi-view system, showing subgraphs to manage large CFGs. Toprak et al. [27] use a linear layout, rather than a hierarchical one, composed of aggregated basic blocks formed by converting the graph to a regular expression.

While these methods improve upon more general layouts when applied to CFGs, they limit user’s ability to adjust the layout. Several are integrated into multi-view systems designed for specific applications and therefore may be cumbersome to adapt for other computing needs. Time required to solve Sugiyama-style layouts also limits the size of the graph that can be rendered, which is a problem as CFGs of even moderate programs can be tens of thousands of nodes.

2.2 Specifying Graph Drawings
Typically there is a separation between graph data and drawing. GraphML [12], GEXF [3], and dot [16] let users specify nodes, edges, hierarchical groups. Visual styling and the rendering of groups depends on the algorithm applied. Cola [6] lets users specify drawing constraints between pairs of nodes. SetCola [20] extends it to set of nodes, including some general structures, such as ring sub-graphs. In a trade-off with generality, CFGConf allows domain experts to use higher-level abstractions in addition to nodes, links, and groups.

3 CFGConf Design
The goal of CFGConf is to empower people working with CFGs to visualize them in a manner that supports their mental model and tasks. To achieve this goal, we designed a flexible, domain-specific visual representation and a specification language for it. Both were designed using an iterative process that included findings from previous projects, depictions in computing systems literature, and regular feedback from
domain experts. We summarize the process below and then discuss the representation and language.

3.1 Design Process

CFGConf was inspired by two previous CFG visualization systems, CFGExplorer [14] and CCNav [13]. Despite both being built to help understand compilation, design particulars differed based on needs of the respective domain experts. CFGExplorer was later used by another computing systems researcher for a third application. That researcher used the graph layout but not the other views. These three use cases suggest there is a need for CFG visualization, both for integrating into complex visualizations and for enabling computing experts to generate stand-alone graphs drawings. We thus set out to design a CFG drawing library that supports a variety of CFG analysis tasks. We base our design on experience with these projects, literature review, and continued collaboration with domain experts from the CCNav project.

3.1.1 Literature Review for CFG Drawing Conventions.

To integrate a broader view of domain-specific drawing needs, we examined figures in research papers published between 2015 and 2019 in high profile conferences in compilation, programming languages, and high performance computing. See appendix for the full list. The rationale was that these figures would reveal drawing conventions that match the mental model of computing experts.

3.1.2 Heuristic Formative Evaluation of Language Design.

We used the cognitive dimensions of notation (CDN) [19] framework as a check on the initial language specification. CDN are a set of design principles for programming languages that have been used to evaluate other visualization toolkits, such as ProtoVis [10]. Two authors independently evaluated the early CFGConf design under CDN, verifying it rated “Good” or better under the vast majority of heuristics before presenting it to collaborators. The heuristics with lower scores were due to the limited scope of CFGConf and the trade-offs in leveraging JSON. See Appendix A.3 for an extended discussion of CDN as applied to CFGConf.

3.1.3 Iterative Design through Collaboration with Experts.

During the CFGConf design process, we continued our CCNav collaboration with experts in program optimization. We met every other week to present and discuss both visual and language prototypes, using their feedback to select among design options and improve the drawing and the language.

3.2 Visualization Design

Our previous collaboration groups found the layout and encoding of CFGExplorer to be beneficial, so we based CFGConf’s drawing on that design. Specifically, the design renders nodes associated with a loop like the drawings seen in research papers and compilers coursework. It also highlights the “back edge”, the looping edge in the code, with a separate color and shades the background extent of all nodes in a loop so they are quick to identify.

We then added the following design features, which can be optionally specified and parameterized in CFGConf:

3.2.1 Function Boundaries.

Functions are another important structure in programs. CFGConf allows a layout option that more tightly groups nodes belonging to the same function together by enclosing them in a bounding rectangle.

3.2.2 Loop-Aware k-hop Filtering.

CFGs can easily reach tens of thousands of nodes. Laying out the entire graph can be prohibitively time-consuming and also unnecessary for the user’s tasks. Therefore, we added into the specification the ability to render only a subgraph. In CCNav, a common action was to view the CFG with respect to a small set of nodes of interest such as nodes associated with a particular line of code. The CCNav filtering was built outside of the CFGExplorer layout and showed all nodes within k-hops of the selected set, resulting in disconnected components. Based on user feedback, we improve upon the CCNav filtering by making it loop-aware. Any loops containing the selected nodes are included in full and then the k-hop inclusion is applied.

3.2.3 Boundary nodes.

We further improve upon the representation of the filtered subgraph with boundary nodes. These are indicators of connectivity just outside the filtered set. Similar to stubs in Dynasty [15] and auxiliary nodes in TensorBoard Graphs [28], we show the boundary nodes as small ellipses. When there are multiple boundary nodes connected to an included node, they are aggregated and depicted as stacked ellipses. Examples can be seen in Figures 2 and 3.

3.2.4 Function collapsing.

Commonly called library and utility functions, such as printf and puts, result in high-degree nodes due to all the disparate calls to them. This can clutter and warp the layout significantly. However, these functions are often of not interest to the analysis. CFGConf can render nodes associated with these functions as a single node (collapsing) and then duplicate the collapsed node where called, again similar to TensorBoard. This depiction decreases edge crossings and reduces focus on less important nodes while retaining context. The collapsed nodes are drawn as dashed boxes, as shown in Figure 3.

3.3 System Design

We built CFGConf in Javascript for ease of integration into multi-view visualization systems. The base system reads input specifications and renders them as SVG. While the included sample page housing examples supports panning and zooming, the interactions are loosely-coupled so that CFGConf can be more easily integrated into other systems. CFGConf is available open-source at: https://github.com/devkotabsain/cfgconf

We use the GraphViz dot algorithm as the base layout engine for CFGConf for its wide-use and customization options. This also enables CFGConf to output to dot format, furthering the flexibility of use. We built the CFGExplorer loop-layout over dot, a change from CFGExplorer’s use of dagre. js. CFGConf uses graphlib-dot [5] and graphlib [4] libraries for graph parsing and processing respectively. Additional styling of the visual elements is done using D3.js [11].

3.4 CFGConf Specification Language Design

CFGConf is designed to be used by computing systems experts for stand-alone use or integration into multi-view visualization systems. To be usable by this audience, it should be efficient, learnable, and expressive. There are three main strategies in achieving these goals. First, CFGConf is based on widely-known, accessible formats, JSON and dot, so it leverages existing familiarity as well as the simplicity of JSON. Second, it allows users to specify layout and rendering options in terms of higher level program structures like functions and loops that are directly related to their tasks. This higher level of abstraction further keeps the specification concise. Third, CFGConf requires only topology and program structure data to run. Other drawing parameters are optional.

3.4.1 Specifying CFG Data.

Node, link, and structure data are specified by a top level keyword, data. CFGConf supports specifying nodes and links either through JSON or dot format. Loop and function data is specified through JSON. Either format can be linked from a separate file which keeps the CFGConf-specific parameters concise. The JSON data may also be specified inline.

While only structure information is required (e.g., id, source and target values of edges, node membership in loops), style directives for specific nodes may be optionally included, either using parameters recognized by the dot format or by CSS classes. Alternatively, global style may be set (see next section).

Fig. 1 shows the CFG of a while loop and the modifications required to draw it in a domain-specific fashion using the CFGConf JSON specification compared to dot. Adding loop semantics to CFGConf

Fig. 1 shows the CFG of a while loop and the modifications required to draw it in a domain-specific fashion using the CFGConf JSON specification compared to dot. Adding loop semantics to CFGConf
Fig. 1. Domain-specific loop visualization in CFGConf's JSON and dot. Added code is in green. Rearranged code is in yellow. CFGConf requires adding the `loops` object. `dot` requires creating a subgraph, rearranging nodes, adding invisible edges, and adding port routing.

3.4.2 Specifying Style and Layout Parameters.

CFGConf groups default global style directives and layout parameters under a top level rendering keyword. Style parameters can be set for nodes, links, loops, and functions using nested objects with these keywords. They are applied to all entities except those overridden in the individual specifications under the data keyword. CFGConf supports the style keywords (e.g., shape, color, etc.) of dot as well as setting a class parameter for further styling with CSS.

The function specification determines whether the layout will group nodes belonging to the same function in an enclosing rectangular boundary. For loops, users have the option of not setting loop background colors.

3.4.3 Specifying Selected Nodes and Filtering.

Instead of rendering the full CFG, users can specify a subset of the nodes to be shown. They may list all nodes directly or use a higher level of abstraction by taking topological distance and program structures into account. This feature is parameterized in a top level filtering keyword as this feature determines what is shown rather than how it is shown. Users specify a subset of nodes (selectedNodes). They can then grow that subset using associated loop data and graph distance or limit the size of the resulting subgraph in terms of nodes.

3.4.4 Specifying Function Collapsing and Duplication.

CFGConf allows users to specify heuristics for minimizing the saliency of nodes associated with uninteresting functions while retaining context.
The collapsingRules keyword is nested under functions in the rendering keyword, as this feature affects layout and presentation. This name was chosen based on how CFGConf will collapse nodes relating to each uninteresting function into a single node before duplicating to improve the layout. We choose the collapsing term based on feedback from our collaborators.

The collapsing heuristics include the in- and out-degree of the function. The rationale is that utility functions are called from many places, and thus will have at least one high degree node. The collapsed set can be further adjusted by setting limits on the number of nodes in a collapsed function. Functions containing loops are not collapsed due to their interest as waypoints in the analysis. Users retain the ability to override these heuristics for specific functions by placing them in the alwaysCollapseList or neverCollapseList.

4 EXAMPLE APPLICATIONS

We illustrate the expressiveness of CFGConf for specifying CFG drawings in the following examples. Full data files are included in the supplementary materials.

4.1 Filtering to Loops of Interest.

This example shows how filtering is used to visualize structures of interest in the code. The data was collected from the LTIMES application of RAJAPerf [21] using optparser [13]. The collected CFG has over 18,700 nodes, making it infeasible to layout in full with a Sugiyama-style algorithm. However, our collaborators want to examine a particular nested loop, so we use filtering to focus on that loop. Fig. E shows the CFGConf specification and resulting visualization.

The filtering feature is set on with isHopFilterOn and seeded with node ids of interest in selectedNodes, which are elicited here for space. The drawing shows the selected nodes with a thick teal border. These nodes are related to a line of code in the loop. They were inputted manually for this example, but a multi-view interactive system like CCNav supports selecting these nodes through linked brushing of a source code view.

The isLoopFilterOn key ensures any loops containing the selectedNodes are included in the subgraph. This feature is important in this example as our collaborators focus on loops for optimization. The subgraph is further expanded to all nodes within three hops, as set by the maxHops key, while minNodes ensures at least 25 nodes are returned should the maxHops selection be too small. Nodes just outside the subgraph are shown as ellipses.

The specification also includes global styling options for node, edge, loop, and function entities under the rendering keyword. Here the node and edge styles follow the dot language definitions, with the addition of a label parameter in node which directs to use the node’s id as a label. Loop is set to show extent background colors and function boundaries are not drawn.

4.2 Collapsing and Duplicating functions.

This example demonstrates simplifying the graph through the function collapsing feature. As in the previous example, we use the LTIMES application, but filtered with a different set of selectedNodes. Fig. A shows the specification and resulting drawing.

Collapsing is set with the collapsingRules object. minIncomingEdges is set to three, indicating that any function that has nodes with three incoming edges (i.e., is called in at least three different places) should be collapsed. maxCollapseSize is set to 25p, which limits collapsing to functions that comprise less than 25% of the filtered graphs in terms of nodes. This acts as limiter in case the function comprises a significant portion of the graph.

Fig. A shows drawings of a filtered subgraph without and with collapsing enabled respectively. In the second, the function main::S::operator is collapsed and duplicated, appearing as a single node with a dotted boundary.

5 USER STUDY

In addition to the examples presented in the previous section, we further evaluate CFGConf with a reproduction study [24] in which participants are asked to use CFGConf to produce specified drawings.

5.1 Methodology

The study was conducted asynchronously—participants were given instructions, asked to perform tasks, and then submit the CFGConf specifications they created and complete a survey. Participants were provided a link to study instructions, the CFGConf repository, and the CFGConf wiki, which includes full documentation and a quickstart guide.

5.1.1 Tasks and Survey.

To keep the study length reasonable, we limited the study to four tasks and an eight-question survey. The first task involved reproducing a given image from scratch—a four-node CFG with a while loop. In the other three tasks, the graph and structure files were given, so the focus could be on advanced features. The participants still had to specify these files in the JSON file. The second task tested the data file specification and asked users to compare to a dot-generated drawing. The third task focused on filtering given criteria. The fourth task involved collapsing utility functions based on the criteria provided in a filtered graph. The survey asked for a summary of strategies used and then general feedback regarding CFGConf. A full list of tasks and survey questions can be found in the Appendix. Anonymized responses are included as supplementary materials.

5.1.2 Participants.

We recruited five participants (P1–P5). P1–P4 had previous experience with CFGs and had visualized them for their analysis. P5 had graph drawing experience only. None were involved in the design of CFGConf, but two (P2, P3) had previously contributed to the CFGExplorer design.

5.1.3 Results and Feedback.

P1, P3, and P4 completed all tasks. P2 and P5 completed the first two. P2 did not realize there was an analysisFile option and thus could not load the loop and function data. P5 got stuck on the error message regarding large graph layout prior to filtering.

Regarding what they found easy about using CFGConf, Participants picked out the setup (P1, P4) and being able to use their own files (P2, P4, P5). P4 wrote it was an “intuitive interface for describing, and loading graphs and also Setting filtering and rendering options.” Participants liked the filtering (P3, P4), collapsing (P3), and rendering (P4) options, as well as the overall layout and structure highlighting (P1). P1 wrote they “found structure to be immediately clearer with CfgConf.” In Task 2, P4 also lauded the rendering of structures. P3 specifically mentioned that the filter works similar to how they would have done it manually and they have often run into issues rendering large graphs.

Regarding difficulties, participants noted the zoom behavior in the web application (P1), syntax errors and verbosity of JSON (P2), and the lack of debugging support (P4). P5 noted there was a lot of documentation to read and expressed difficulty with program flow concepts as they were unfamiliar.

Suggestions for improvement included improved zooming (P1), error messages (P1), minor rendering improvements (P1), more options in function collapsing (P3), and more verbose documentation for keyword search (P5). Additionally, P1 and P4 expressed confusion with how some filtering parameters interact. This further suggests the documentation can be improved.

P3 and P4 suggested adding more dynamic features such as interactive filtering and path tracing. Our intent with CFGConf was that such features could be built by systems using CFGConf.

When asked if they had use for CFGConf, P3 noted they currently work with CFGs and would use it to validate and debug their work. P1 said they “definitely use CFGConf” in situations with large dot files or when they wanted to see structure. P5 noted they do not work
in program flow, but would use it in situations where they expected nested loop structures or similar topology. P2 and P4 said they do not presently have a use case.

5.1.4 Discussion.

Participants were generally successful in creating graphs with CFGConf and found it easy to use, validating the language design. The major exception was P5, who despite extensive graph drawing experience

(a) CFGConf specification.

(b) Resulting drawing.

Fig. 2. The subgraph of the LTIMES CFG selected by CFGConf’s filtering specification. Though the full graph has 18.7K nodes, we only visualize a subgraph based on nodes provided to selectedNodes.
We sought participants familiar with both CFGs and drawing them who could volunteer 90 minutes, thus limiting the number we were able to recruit, and in turn limiting the generalizability of the feedback. Furthermore, the participants each knew one or more authors, which may have biased their feedback.

We chose a reproduction study to evaluate the usability of the CFGConf specification language. It tested how people are able to match given criteria, but not how people might use CFGConf for their own problems. We hope to gather long-term feedback over CFGConf’s deployment to assess its applicability and understand more generalizably the strengths and weaknesses of the language.

6 Reflections and Lessons Learned

We reflect upon the CFGConf project and insights gained regarding the combination of filtering and drawing and cognitive demands on users.

6.1 Combining Filtering and Drawing.

Feedback from participants regarding filtering was enthusiastic. We hypothesize that combining filtering with drawing fits debug workflows that typically use dot. This follows from a use case related by one of our domain expert collaborators, an author on this work, who suggested times where they might want to tweak the graph quickly using text rather than through an interactive visualization system.

We suspect the need to filter and draw in a lightweight scripting style may extend to other domains, but the right level of abstraction and trade offs between flexibility and simplicity is yet unknown. For example, CFGConf’s filtering features are limited, but have domain-aware features. Comparing CFGConf’s filtering to a workflow using a general graph query language, like Cypher [2], may help guide design needs for domain-specific solutions.
6.2 Cognitive Dimensions.

We revisit the cognitive dimensions of notation (see Section 3.1) heuristics, highlighting points of interest. A full discussion of the most recent iteration of CFGConf under each heuristic is in Appendix 8.3.

Our use of higher-level loop and function abstractions matched well with the language of the problem, as noted by study participants, fulfilling the Closeness of Mapping principle. Feedback suggests this mapping may mitigate difficulties encountered by graph operations, such as the inability to completely predict layout algorithm changes (Hidden Dependencies) and the careful thought that filtering may require (Hardness of Mental Operations). One participant noted the filtering matched their logic.

We made design trade-offs in choosing JSON. Specifically, JSON does not have direct commenting support (Secondary Notation), can be Error-Prone in terms of missing commas and quotes, as one study participant mentioned, and is more verbose than dot in specifying nodes and edges (Diffuseness). However, JSON also supports several heuristics, such as Consistency with other formats and ease of search and comparison (Visibility). It also lets us easily split data, rendering, and filtering, supporting Role-Expressiveness.

7 CONCLUSION

We presented a domain-specific set of visual designs for domain-specific graph drawing of control flow graphs and a language for specifying them, combined in the library CFGConf. Our approach focused on domain-specific structures, loops and functions. We prioritized their drawing, their impact on tasks like filtering and collapsing, and their placement in the specification language. Feedback from domain experts in our study suggests this higher level of abstraction matched the logic of our target users, improving the ease-of-use and the resulting drawing.
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8 APPENDIX

This appendix contains more details regarding the literature review (Appendix 8.1), user study (Appendix 8.2), our analysis of CFGConf using the Cognitive Dimensions of Notation (Appendix 8.3), and an extended set of CFGConf examples (Appendix 8.4).

Supplementary materials can be found at: https://github.com/devkotasabin/cfgConf/tree/main/supplementary.

8.1 Conferences Reviewed in Literature Review

We examined figures that included node-link diagrams in publications from the following conferences:

- Programming Language Design and Implementation (PLDI)
- The International Conference for High Performance Computing, Networking, Storage, and Analysis (Supercomputing, SC)
- International Symposium on Code Generation and Optimization (CGO)

To create this list, we solicited conference names from collaborators on previous CFG-related projects.

For each figure, we judged whether the drawing was generated using a graph drawing algorithm or done “by hand” with a drawing or diagramming program. Examining these manually laid out figures specifically, we verified drawing conventions in previous work (e.g., CFGExplorer) and considered additions such as orientation, symmetry, and elision to further inform our prioritization of features and our prototypes and mockups.

8.2 User Study Details

The participants were first asked to setup CFGConf by following the Setup Guide in the documentation. Setup involved cloning the CFGConf repository, starting the http.server, and creating a simple two-node drawing and running it as the “Hello, World” example.

The participants were then given the following task prompts:

8.2.1 Task 1:

Replicate the drawing below (Fig. 4). In other words, create a CFGConf JSON file that creates the provided drawing.

```
A
  B
  |
  v
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D
```

Fig. 4. Prompt image for Task 1.

8.2.2 Task 2.1:

Produce a drawing of the graph from the dot file t2.dot. Loops inside the graph are provided in the file t2.loops.json.

8.2.3 Task 2.2:

Compare the resulting drawing from CFGConf to a drawing produced using dot graphviz on the file t2.dot. Note: These drawings are expected to appear different. Do not be concerned if they do not look the same.

To produce a pdf file using graphviz, you can run the following command in the terminal. The drawing t2.pdf will be created in the same directory.

dot -Tpdf t2.dot -o t2.pdf

8.2.4 Task 3.1:

Produce a filtered drawing using the graph specified in ltimes.dot. A dynast analysis file named ltimes.json with the functions and loops is also provided.

In this drawing, show only the node ids in the boxes, rather than the disassembly like the previous example.

Use the following set of nodes as the starting nodes for filtering:


The drawn graph should be limited to nodes within 3 hops of the above set and have no more than 25 nodes total.

8.2.5 Task 3.2:

Turn off the filtering and view the changed output.

8.2.6 Task 4:

Produce a filtered drawing using the same graph files ltimes.dot and ltimes.json with collapsed functions.

Specifically, the functions in the filtered graph should be collapsed unless they contain loops, with the exception of the function kmpc_fork_call. Ensure kmpc_fork_call is still drawn.

Use the following set of nodes as the starting nodes for filtering:

"B3805", "B4451"

8.3 Task 4.1:

The survey contained the following open response questions:

1. Please add your comments on task 1 e.g., the strategy you used, what worked, what didn’t etc.
2. Please add your comments on task 2 e.g., the strategy you used, what worked, what didn’t etc.
3. Please add your comments on task 3 e.g., the strategy you used, what worked, what didn’t etc.
4. Please add your comments on task 4 e.g., the strategy you used, what worked, what didn’t etc.
5. What, if anything, did you find easy about using CFGConf?
6. What, if anything, did you find difficult about using CFGConf?
7. What are the ways in which CFGConf’s JSON language and system can be improved?
8. Do you have scenarios in which you would use CFGConf? If so, please describe.

Additionally, the participants could upload their CFGConf JSON files through the survey or email them to the lead author. Only the lead author had access to participant identifying information.
8.3 Heuristic Evaluation with CDN

The Cognitive Dimensions of Notation (CDN) [19] is a framework to assess programming languages. Instead of evaluating the accessibility and notational efficiency of the language using metrics like the number of lines of code required to generate a drawing, CDN provides a collection of cognitive dimensions that work as design principles for languages. As described in Section 8.3.1 Abstraction, we assessed CFGConf in light of the cognitive dimensions. We describe the cognitive dimensions here and discuss the extent to which CFGConf fulfills them, summatizing our assessment on a scale of Poor, Fair, Good, Very Good, and Excellent.

8.3.1 Abstraction.

Abstraction assesses how well the language supports defining new terms and concepts to clarify the existing program. While CFGConf provides higher-level abstractions, developed to match concepts and structures in CFG, it is a specification and not a programming language. Therefore, it does not support creating new abstractions. This ability was requested by Participant 3 in user study. Furthermore, in providing the higher-level abstraction, lower-level details about the layout algorithm are not directly available in CFGConf. Thus, we describe CFGConf’s fulfillment of Abstraction to be Fair.

8.3.2 Closeness of Mapping.

Closeness of mapping assesses how well the language matches the problem and how users might describe the problem apart from the notation. CFGConf uses higher-level abstractions such as loops and functions that match the CFG problem space. The notation also borrows from existing ones in terms of styling the graphical elements, support the existing dot format, though there could be some confusion between dot and CSS. We thus describe CFGConf’s fulfillment of Closeness of Mapping to be Very Good.

8.3.3 Consistency.

Consistency assesses how well the language casts similar actions and features using the same terms. At a low level, CFGConf is consistent in its use of camel-case and using ‘is’ to denote boolean keys. Styling on nodes and edges uses the same value keywords. Where possible, CFGConf is consistent with other languages, e.g., using data formats similar to GraphML and style encodings consistent with d3js, vega-lite, and dot. We recognize this is a mix of sources, so we describe CFGConf’s fulfillment of Consistency as Very Good.

8.3.4 Diffusiveness.

Diffusiveness (alternatively, Terseness) assesses how concisely the language supports its goals. When separating the data files (e.g., graphFile, structureFile), the CFGConf specification is generally quite terse. Most of the keys and objects are not required. However, Participant 2 mentioned CFGConf was verbose. Participant 2 tried copying the data by hand in the second task, which may have contributed to this assessment. The JSON format for graph definitions is more diffuse than the dot style. Thus, we consider CFGConf’s diffusiveness as Good.

8.3.5 Error-Proneness.

Error-proneness assesses how likely users of the language are to make mistakes or slips. As CFGConf is based in JSON, common slips in JSON, such as missing commas and unmatched quotations or brackets, are also present in CFGConf. Participant 2 in our user study noted this as a difficulty. As CFGConf allows overriding of style parameters, users could forget which ones contain this information. We thus describe CFGConf’s fulfillment of Error-Proneness to be Good.

8.3.6 Hardness of Mental Operations.

Hardness of mental operations assesses how much mental effort is required to produce the language. CFGConf is declarative in nature, built on the widely used JSON format, so we expect most operations to not be difficult. However, the non-required parameters in filtering and function collapsing may need additional thought, especially for users unfamiliar with these concepts. We thus describe CFGConf’s fulfillment of Hardness of Mental Operations as Good.

8.3.7 Hidden Dependencies.

Hidden dependencies refer to dependencies between parts of the language, where changing one may lead to unintended effects or require previous unknown changes. These dependencies can compound, making it difficult to change as the specification gets longer.

Generally, related specifications in CFGConf are within the same JSON object, and thus apparent. We do set several defaults to support diffuseness/terseness, but these do not affect the other parts of specification. The one exception is style overrides, which move from the rendering section to the data section, which was a trade off made for both terseness and consistency and compatibility with dot.

All changes, even style-related ones, have the possibility of affecting the final graph layout. Given the complicated optimization done in the underlying algorithm, the dependency between these declarations and the final visualization is unknowable. Users understand in general what changes will happen, but cannot predict the final layout. Therefore, we describe CFGConf’s handling of hidden dependencies as Good.

8.3.8 Premature Commitment.

Premature commitment assesses how flexible the language is to working on its parts and making decisions about the final specification in any order. CFGConf is declarative and modularized. As long as their names for data and IDs do not change, they should be able to come to the same specification regardless of the order they write it. Thus, we describe CFGConf as Excellent in terms of Premature Commitment.

8.3.9 Progressive Evaluation.

Progressive evaluation assesses whether the language permits checking incomplete work, i.e., running the program when it is not yet fully written. CFGConf applies default values where drawing parameters are unspecified. Users can refine their drawing by setting more parameters. Thus, we describe CFGConf as Excellent in terms of Progressive Evaluation.

8.3.10 Role-Expressiveness.

Role-expressiveness assesses how easy or difficult it is to understand each part of the language, both in reading it and producing it. CFGConf has three top-level keywords for data, rendering, and filtering respectively. The first two are further broken down according to their semantic application, e.g., nodes, edges, loops, and functions. We thus describe CFGConf’s Role-Expressiveness as Excellent.

8.3.11 Secondary Notation.

Secondary notation refers to the ability to annotate the program or add additional information that is not part of the language. CFGConf is based on JSON, which does not have a comment capability. As CFGConf is robust to unrecognized keys, auxiliary information, including comments, can be specified as a key-value pair, but this is not ideal. Thus, we describe CFGConf’s support for Secondary Notation as Fair.

8.3.12 Visibility.

Visibility assesses the ease of identifying, finding, and comparing parts of the language. CFGConf is JSON-based and can be written in a single file. When the data is large, it can be placed in a separate file, with the remaining keywords likely fitting in a single screen, though this could separate style overrides from global style options. Most of the keywords are semantically meaningful, thus helping with search and comparison. We thus describe CFGConf’s Visibility as Very Good.

8.3.13 Viscosity.

Viscosity assesses how difficult it is to make changes in the languages, including whether changing one part requires more changes in other parts. The modular design of CFGConf allows users to make changes within a single top-level JSON object. The most difficult change would be changing the ID of a node, edge, loop, or function when it is referenced elsewhere. CFGConf recognized a separate label keyword to
discourage these changes. We thus describe CFGConf’s Viscosity as Very Good.

8.4 Additional CFGConf Examples

The section contains additional examples of CFGConf specifications and resulting drawings. CFG drawings with a landscape orientation have been rotated to better fit the aspect ratio of this format.

Fig. 6 shows a CFG styled globally with a different node background color and shape based on the specification in Fig. 5. Function nodes are grouped together and enclosed with rectangular boundaries. Loops and their nesting depth are encoded by orange background extents.

Fig. 7 shows the specification and the resulting drawing of the filtered subgraph of the CFG from Fig. 6 based on the starting node B44 which is highlighted with a teal border.

Based on the specification in Fig. 8, Fig. 9 shows the CFG from Fig. 6 with function collapsing enabled. Based on the collapsingRules, the functions printf and puts are collapsed, duplicated, and drawn with dotted boundaries. Compared to the drawing from Fig. 6 the tangle of edges in the lower left corner of Fig. 6 associated with the nodes B3 and B5 is simplified through collapsing of the utility functions printf and puts.
Fig. 5. This specification shows how global style parameters may be added in the `rendering` object. The resulting drawing is in Fig. 6.
Fig. 6. A CFG styled globally with diamond shape nodes with a green background. Rectangular boxes group nodes belonging to the same function. This drawing has been rotated to better utilize the aspect ratio of this format.
(a) CFGConf specification.

(b) Resulting drawing.

Fig. 7. The specification and the drawing of the filtered subgraph of the CFG from Fig. 6. The filtering was seeded with node B44 which is highlighted with a teal border.
Fig. 8. A specification for collapsing uninteresting functions in a CFG. The resulting drawing is shown in Fig. 9.
Fig. 9. The CFG from Fig. 8 with function collapsing enabled. Based on the collapsingRules, the functions printf and puts are collapsed, duplicated, and drawn with dotted boundaries. The tangle of lines previously in the lower left have been decluttered. This drawing has been rotated to better utilize the aspect ratio of this format.